
Shifting Priorities
Unlocking your library for 21st-century learning spaces
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cleveland State Community CollegeLocationSizeMission = access to educationVision = turn the library into a learning commonsCollection is about 50,000 volumesLibrary staff = 7 full time employeesSarah, Director, Collection Development, technical services backgroundJen, Public Services Coordinator



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who is here?
Poll Title: What is your role?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/j8kvn82MaWWpHPK



Setting the Stage
The changing landscape of libraries and building buy-in 

Not the library’s 
first time at this rodeo

Amidst all of the 

other priorities, 

why spend resources 

shifting your collection?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We regularly heard from campus administrators that nobody uses books anymore or would soon cease. So one could ask:why bother focusing time/energy on something students don’t care about?
Poll Title: What value do you see in shifting?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/hrwY4JLma1wNhOR



The Reasons

•Our Brand
•Access
•Real Estate

Our Experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CSCC reasons: Our Brand: positive image/impressionapproachability (reduce intimidation factor)maintain relevance of print collection as more auxiliary student learning services moved into library, Accessimprove access & retrievalcare for investmentReduce frustrationReal Estatetake full advantage of prime campus real estateAlso, it was a way to keep forward momentum on improving the library when there were no funds to invest in other needed improvements. (Our Interceptor project when our ultimate project was the Black Pearl.)



The Results
• 48% overall increase in 

book circulation from 
2015-2016

• Well…at least the messy, 
noisy process didn’t HURT 
anything, and it enabled 
other improvements

Our Experience



Transition to 
Electronic 
Collections
• Reference
• Health Sciences

Title III 
Investments
• Reduced 

collection 
footprint by ~15%

• Studio, 2013
• Faculty Studio, 

2015
• SI spaces, 2015
• Writing/Tutoring 

Center, 2016

Weeding 
2004-2016
• Reduced collection 

by ~35%
• Freed most space 

in P-PN, PZ, Q, R, T

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CSCC context [timeline slide]Transition to electronic collections = changing collection growth patterns.Redirection of library spaces toward learning commons model in conjunction with Title III grantWeeding project reduced overall collection by 35%, left lots of space in communication studies/popular fiction/sciences/health sciences/technology



Planning Process
No-budget tools

So once you’ve decided that 
your collection isn’t 

quite distributed the way it 
should be…

Those books aren’t going to 
move themselves!  

How (and WHERE?!) do you 
start? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Problem = Starting in the middle -- how to identify book #1 and location?



The Problems
• Lots of space in the middle 

of stacks
• No “stacks maintenance” 

student assistants
• No budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had empty shelves in the middle, so which is the right book to put on that shelf? �Solution -- Use excel to calculate which subclass will start in your empty shelves. We had general student assistants (not specifically stacks maintenance) who were inexperienced and who would need to work largely independently. �Solution -- take out the need to focus on details by creating standardized tools.This shift won’t be permanent, so we will need to be able to repurpose tools for the future. �Solution -- low adhesive tape.No Budget! �Solution – No budget tools!



Inputs
• Linear inches of shelf space
• Linear inches of collection, 

by classification
• Rate of collection growth by 

classification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
# of linear inches of available shelf space# of linear inches for each classificationYou decide breakdown for classification -- be as granular as you want.Rate of collection growth by classification We used a 5-year window, but you could use any window that you think is representative



Human Resources

• Work-study student assistants
• Partnership with collection 

services
• Positivity

• This messy work WILL be worth it!
• Perseverance



No-Budget Tools

• Painter’s tape
• Excel spreadsheet
• Nylon rope, knotted
• Bucket and rags
• 6x6 lumber, cut into 

3”, 6”, 8”, 9”, 12” lengths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show and tell�What is it for?



Executing the Process
Student Assistants save the day!

Photo of student 
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A Challenge

• Training, Re-training
• Motivation
• Let Go!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A challengeTraining, retraining, Students forget the plan after a break!  Especially back-shifting, where they have to flip their understanding of the shelving system. Plan for this.Use remindersChecklist for dirty bucket/washing shelves.  Physical indicator for where to begin shiftingNot always obvious in tight sections.Also combats some of the brain burn of back-shiftingkeeping them motivated (some…others would do this all day, every day)Shifting parties, accomplishment notes and updatesBe careful – carpal tunnel/repetitive movement and clawhands Hand over control of the physical part of this huge, important projectCheck, double check, plan, plan again. Having a trusted and interested/invested student assistant was so helpful



An Opportunity

Building Student Assistant
• Engagement
• Project Skills
• Personal Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enrich your student assistant programSocial connections - schedule for it!Two scheduled at a time helps it get done faster, more accurately, and they also can get to know each other well. Measuring is, for sure, a two-person jobWork skills – maybe my responsibility to instill, first/only job for someFollow-through, consequences, attention to detail, flexible planning, carrying out a planPersonal skills – the bonus of responsibilityLeadershipGently and politely explaining and pointing out mistakesLearning about themselves: likes/dislikes, strengths/areas to improveShort term or recurring projects are the norm for my students, so this long-term project really showed them another perspective. It gave them more time to understand the library, themselves, and their co-workers.  My “chief shifter” really came out of his shell.Previously just in-and-outBegan to ask questions, want to learn more about our systems and collectionWanted to understand the plan and process, which forced me to better understand and explain what we were trying to doReally connected with one other student – polar opposites – and became really comfortable with library staff.  Incredibly trusted student.



In Hindsight…
The lessons we learned so you don’t have to

Photo of empty space at the end of 
the collection with some question 
marks…how did it get there?



Before
• Communication
• Timing
• Make peace with reality

• Slow, disruptive, dirty
• Re-measure. Re-shift. 

Expect it, embrace it. 
• Label to the right, not the left!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communicationtell people what you’re doing and why, and give updatesespecially about when you expect to be done and where they can find stuff in the meantimeTiming Shift this when the books are mostly in the library if at all possible.  Shifting an entire section that’s checked out for xyz’s big end-of-the-semester research paper is not helpful when they’re all returned and have to be shelved where there’s not been room left for them.Measure. Measure again. Measure sixty times. This is the first and most important opportunity you have to do this right. There WILL be mistakes or discrepancies in the measurement. Have two different pairs of students measure each LOC classificationIf the pairs match on a section – Awesome, good job! If they don’t match on a section, get a third opinion or send one group back out. Continue until they are relatively matched in each LOC classification



During

• Check your plan
• Once you are confident in your plan, rely 

on Excel to tell you whether you are 
ahead, behind, or on-target. It is easy to 
confuse falling ahead with getting behind.

• Shelf read carefully
• Clean while you can!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check your work!There is honestly no way to know how the plan gets messed up sometimes.Check your plan at the end of EVERY major LOC classification.What exact shelf measurement you end on vs. where you were supposed to end.  Try to figure out and adjust for large discrepancies. Send a shelf reading crew to follow right behind the work areaThey can be the First Alert System in case someone is shifting in the wrong order, flipping books around, skipping shelves (the top one is the most-oft missed shelf – and not just for short people!) or using the wrong shifting block.  Take the opportunity to clean.When was the last time YOUR shelves were really cleaned well? 



After

• New signage
• Watch your students grow
• Don’t be afraid of a few 

strategically-placed  empty shelves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New signage opportunity, increased browse-abilityYou never know what a little project management can do to a student’s personality.  If you have a student who is really into the project, try and prepare other collection-level, independent projects.  Our student had a hard time returning to posting fliers and cleaning the bottom of computer mice after.We ended up starting a cataloging review project for him, where he evaluated the literature section to see which catalog records could be improved by including the book’s table of contents or other information.  This master list then can be worked on by the cataloger over time.  Be prepared to re-do sections of the collection, or to have some empty shelves where you didn’t plan themSometimes problems with the plan are inexplicable.  Go back to the drawing board for the following sections and re-figure the best options with the space you’ve got.  If you have a SMALL bit of empty space where you didn’t plan, just thank your stars that it wasn’t TOO LITTLE space instead of too much.  If it makes sense to re-shift to put this empty shelf in a higher growth area, don’t be afraid! 



Questions?



Email Sarah for a 
digital, no-budget tool 

to help plan out 
your shifting project:

Sarah.Copeland@ChattanoogaState.edu

(Don’t worry - it’s on the handout, too!)
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